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Revolving Fund Pilot
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• Project: Anukulan, part of DfID-
funded BRACED climate 
adaptation programme

• 162 MUS were constructed under 
Anukulan, plus 20 during 
extension phase that were used
to pilot a revolving fund 
mechanism

• For development of these 20 
MUS, £3,500 was granted to local 
collection center management 
committee (representing 5-20 
communities), and they loaned 
the funds to a community to 
support MUS construction

• The fund represented 8-25% of total system cost and 30% of project funding; all other costs 
were covered by the community, local government, or through in-kind support by the users

• Intended payback was in 2 installments over 1 year, from agricultural income
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Study Design
Purpose: to understand the impact 
and sustainability of a revolving 
finance model for MUS design and 
construction.

• 50% of the revolving fund MUS 
were sampled (5 each in Surkhet
and Dadeldhura)

• Structured qualitative research 
frameworks were developed 
following a desk review 

• In Surkhet, field visits enabled focus group discussions (FGDs) and key informant 
interviews (KIIs) with both MUS users groups and collection center committee members

• In Dadeldhura, online KIIs of committee members were conducted over Zoom and 
facilitated by local project staff
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• All MUS except one were still fully operational. The exception had its 
intake damaged during a flood last monsoon season. A government 
rural water supply system is now being developed, and the existing 
MUS infrastructure will be integrated.

• All communities were using the water for both productive and home 
use. Some communities whose systems were built at the very end of 
the project, who had received less training, were still consuming most 
of their produce at home, rather than marketing it for income.

• Only 20% (2/10) of the MUS user groups have refunded the funds to the 
collection center. One of these groups has only refunded 60% of funds. 
Other committees did not make an effort to collect the funds, citing 
that the project funds had been dedicated to those communities.

• Many communities were maintaining savings funds with the money, 
using it for micro loans to users or to meet long-term needs.

• All of the water users groups, including women, had become voices for 
advocacy within their respective collection center committees and 
communities. 

Findings
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Mr. Pahal Man Khadka
Chairperson of the Pabitra Marketing and Planning Committee, 
Gurbakot Surkhet. 

The committee was established at the end of 2018 with support 
from the Anukulan project. It constitutes 5 famers groups and 
around 80 households. The revolving fund was partially refunded 
from the community on July 2020. 

“We are 7 members in the committee, but I was the only one working. I used to 
visit MUS users alone, as others on the committee did not have time. I visited 
and follow up with MUS users several times. It would have been easier if there 
was a good team on the committee, a good team that would dedicate time.”

Experience of 
Collection Center Chairperson
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• The revolving fund component did not perform as expected. 
Marketing committees did not feel ownership of the funds and saw 
them as belonging to the community. This suggests need for a 
different level of institutional engagement or a different institutional 
arrangement:

• A robust, active managing entity with ownership of the fund

• Post-construction follow-up and both agronomic and 
management training

• The short project duration and timing of activities were critical: 
where MUS construction was done earlier in the project cycle, there 
was more agronomic training, and commercial agriculture was 
adopted more successfully. Earlier engagement and/or a longer 
project would have enabled more follow-up on the revolving fund.

• It was encouraging that communities used the funds for productive 
purposes, even if the funds were not revolved to the collection center
marketing and planning committees as originally planned. One group 
has already saved three times the original investment.

Conclusions
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